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caves are earlier still and show the same graceful curves—
notably an image of Kwan-yin floating on the clouds,
which prepares us for the masterpieces of the next era.
These caves, the first series at Ta-t'ung-fu, the second
near Lo-yang, are to early China what the Ajanta caves
are to India, and like them preserve for the student a series
of works of art of the fifth and sixth centuries. Hollowed
out of low cliffs, they are fashioned into halls of worship,
and supported on pillars. All, at one time, like Ajanta,
glowed with rich colour: now only broken sculptures re-
main; but there is enough to show us that the art of the
Tartars blended influences from Gandhara and India on the
one hand and from China on the other. The grottoes of
Lung-men were dedicated by an empress in the year 516,
and a Chinese visitor has inscribed the poem: 'Here the
rocks themselves attain to Buddhahood'. Here as at Ajanta,
a stream runs past a sheer cliff, and here dwelt the great
poet Li-po of the T'ang era.
Once again we see Buddhism at its work of refining the
barbarian and bringing to the civilized a new impetus.
The work of these Tartar sculptors is noteworthy for 'the
genius of rhythm* of which Chinese art henceforth is to
make so much, and it may be studied in a stele set up
in a.d. 534-1 Here are Sakyamuni and two Bodhisattvasj
-one is Kwan-yin, and one seems to be Manjusri, They
represent compassion and wisdom, twin qualities of the
enlightened, and above their heads fly heavenly choirs.
The inscription is of interest as revealing the reverent
spirit of these Tartars, and the stele is a living link be-
tween Han and Tcang, and a proof that in the inspiration
of Buddhist art on Chinese dark ages, all was not dark.
China was in fact learning much from the outer world:
from Syria the art of making glass, from Persia the arts
of design in rich fabrics, and from the Indo-Bactrian
world the technique of fresco-painting. If she learnt from
Iranians how to sit on chairs she taught them how to make
silk. Buddhist friars carried as far as Constantinople silk-
1 Now in the Philadelphia Museum.
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